Lockmaster 21

The lock you know and trust
But even better

PAS
24
•

PAS 24:2016 security solution as standard, incorporated as
part of your doorset

•

Lockmaster signature hook and pin unit

•

Stainless as Standard**

•

Made in Britain

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

The lock you know and trust
But even better
Celebrating 21 years of Lockmaster, Yale is proud to introduce
Lockmaster 21, the latest innovative addition to Britain’s
best-selling range of multipoint door locking systems.
Designed, developed and tested in the UK to Yale’s exacting standards, this lock faultlessly
delivers high-performance security, improved ease of use and an impressive service life.
Complementing a wide range of applications and materials including aluminium, PVCu, timber and
composite doors, the Lockmaster 21 offers fantastic versatility. Plus, providing PAS 24:2016 security as
standard when incorporated as part of a doorset, it boasts the reassurance, reliability and outstanding
features expected from Yale – the world’s favourite security brand, securing homes for over 175 years.

Lockmaster 21
A pioneering and innovative multipoint door lock offering maximum security.

Locking points
•

Lockmaster’s signature hook and pin unit has been carefully positioned within
100mm of the pre-compression rollers

•

Strengthened centre case offering enhanced security for added peace of mind

•

Pre-compression rollers

•

Sprung and unsprung centre cases to suit front and back door applications;
now with centre anti-separation hook as standard

•

Easy to use push-in latch snib feature to prevent accidental lock-outs

•

Available in 35mm and 45mm backset options

•

Suitable for PVCu, aluminium, composite and timber doors

2117mm O/A

Faceplate

1050mm H/H

35mm B/S

Note: YL21-35H-172-19 shown
for illustration purposes.

•

Yale branded

•

Manufactured from 430 stainless steel

•

16mm or 20mm faceplate options

•

Range includes square and radius ends options

•

Aluminium and plastic 44mm trim sets available for use on composite doors

Specification
•

Secured by Design approved

•

PAS 24:2016 security tested

•

BS EN 1670:2007 Grade 4 (240hrs. NSST)

•

Tested to a minimum of 100,000 cycles

•

10 Year Mechanical Guarantee

•

Made in Britain

•

Lifetime Security Guarantee when used in conjunction with other Yale hardware*

13mm axis one piece keep
In line with the improvements made to the Lockmaster 21 gearbox, the 13mm Axis
keep offers maximum security, pleasing aesthetics and enhanced longevity.

Features
•

13mm axis one piece keep enabling it to
pass the load test for PAS 24:2016 when
incorporated as part of a doorset

•

Variety of screw-in and push fit profile
packers available

•

Screw-in strengthened plastic tidy-boxes
offering improved longevity and a more
aesthetically-pleasing look

1478mm

Faceplate
•

Yale branded

•

Manufactured from plated mild steel

•

Range of keeps to suit Lockmaster 21 available;
3 hook /2 roller and 4 roller options

Note: YLK13-001L-172 shown
for illustration purposes.

Material Specification

Packaging

Lockcase: Galvanised mild steel

Locks: 5 per box

Faceplate: 430 stainless steel

Keeps: 5 per box

Keeps: Mild steel, BZP and clear trivalent
Maintenance
Yale recommends that all moving components are lubricated using a non-acidic mineral oil at least twice a year
and surface cleaned with a damp cloth. The product may need to be adjusted to ensure satisfactory operation.

Platinum 3 Star Cylinder
Intended to deter even the most determined intruders, the Yale Platinum 3 Star
Cylinder has been designed to protect homes with its anti-snap, anti-bump,
anti-pick and anti-pull technology.

Specification
•

PAS 24:2016 security tested

•

10 Year Mechanical Guarantee

•

Sacrificial external side to defend
against snap attacks

•

Available in brass, chrome, black and
dual colour

•

TS007 3 star accredited

TS007 2 Star Security Door Handle
Designed to protect homes against known attack methods for ultimate peace
of mind, the TS007 2 star handle offers an enhanced security solution without
compromising on style.

Specification
•

PAS 24:2016 security tested

•

20 year Mechanical Guarantee

•

TS007 2 star accredited

•

25 year anti-corrosion guarantee

•

Manufactured from 304 stainless steel
for ultimate corrosion resistance

•

Available in a range of finishes

Yale Postmaster Professional TS008 Letterplate
Created with security in mind, the inner flap has a positive stop feature to guard against
common attack methods, including ‘fishing’.

Specification
•

TS008 accredited

•

10 year Mechanical Guarantee

•

Conforms to the requirements
of PAS 24:2016 and Approved
Document Q

•

25 year Surface Finish Guarantee

•

Available in a full range of finishes

•

Suitable for PVCu, timber and
composite doors

Athena 3D Hinge
Combining mechanical strength and an aesthetically-pleasing design with an
unobtrusive appearance. The unique patented design offers easy, accurate
and independent 3D adjustment with the door in the closed position.

Specification
•

3D adjustment
- Compression, height and lateral adjustment is achievable
with the door in situ

•

Compatible with all standard euro-groove systems

•

PAS 24:2016 security tested

•

10 year Mechanical Guarantee

•

Available in a full range of finishes

BSEN1670:2007
GRADE 4

BS EN 1670

10 Year Mechanical Guarantee

British Standards Institute accredited
in anti-corrosion performance

Delivering peace of mind from the
world’s favourite lock company

Made in Britain

Secured by Design

Yale Door and Window Solutions are members
of Made in Britain, which champions British
manufacturing by encouraging and developing
the supply chain of UK-made goods

Police preferred specification accredited
security product of the official UK police
flagship initiative, supporting the principles
of ‘designing out crime’

Lifetime Security Guarantee*
All products in our Lockmaster 21 Range are
included within our Lifetime Security Guarantee
scheme, providing your customers with
numerous benefits and peace of mind

PAS
24

PAS 24:2016 Compliant
British Standards Institute accredited
in security

THE YALE BRAND, with its unparalleled global reach and range of products,
reassures more people in more countries than any other consumer locking solution.
THE ASSA ABLOY GROUP is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.
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Due to a continuous programme of development the company reserves the right to make alterations without notice.
(Products which are not a stocked item will be subject to a longer lead time which needs to be agreed with your Yale representative).
*Terms and conditions apply. Please see yaledws.co.uk for further details. **Stainless as Standard on faceplates only.
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